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SPECIFICATION

[TITLE OF THE INVENTION]

Optical axis correcting method for optical communications

fiber module

[ABSTRACT]

[Object] An object of the present invention is to provide

an optical axis correcting method which can carry out an optical

axis correction of an optical communications fiber module in

a short period of time and which never separates a stem portion

and a holder portion.

[Construction] An optical axis correcting method comprises

:
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a first step of » temporarily coupling a stem portion 2 and a

holder po,rtion 3 by applying welding to a plurality' of

positions; a second step of estimating an amount of

misalignment based on a value of light amount changed as a

result of welding along a peripheral portion of a flange portion

9; a third step of estimating a direction .of misalignment

between the optical axis of laser diode 5 and an optical axis

of an optical fiber 8; a fourth step of determining a .light

amount adjusting direction, by relatively displacing a stem

portion 2 and a holder portion 3; a fifth step of determining

a correcting direction based on the misalignment direction and

light amount adjusting direction and setting a correcting area;

and a sixth step of correcting a misalignment between the

optical axis of the laser diode 5 and optical axis of the optical

fiber 8 while adjusting the amount of displacement so as to

be within the correcting area.

[WHAT IS CLAIMED IS;]

[Claim 1} An optical axis correcting method for an optical

communications fiber module comprising: a first step • of

fixing a stem portion with an optical element onto a positioning

stage freely displaceable in X-Y directions, respectively,

holding an optical fiber and interlocking a holder portion,

having a flange portion, bringing said flange portion into
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•

contact against said stem portion, aligning an optical axis

of said optical element with an optical axis of said optical

fiber, and temporarily coupling said stem portion and said

holder portion by applying welding to a plurality of mutually

spaced positions along a marginal portion of said flange

portion and arranged on an concentric circle; a second step

of applying welding to a part along the marginal portion of

said flange portion and estimating an amount of misalignment

based on a value of light amount changed as a result of this

welding; a third step of estimating a direction of misalignment

between the optical axis of said optical element and optical

axis of said optical fiber based on a position to which welding

has been applied in said second step; a fourth step of detecting

an-increase/decrease in light amount by relatively displacing

said stem portion and said holder portion by driving said

positioning stage in the X-direction and Y-direction,

respectively, and thereby determining a light amount adjusting

direction; a fifth step of determining a correcting direction

based on said misalignment direction and said light amount

adjusting direction and setting a correcting area based on this

correcting direction; and. a sixth step of correcting a

misalignment between the optical axis of said optical element

and optical axis of said optical fiber by relatively displacing
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. said stem portion and said holder portion while adjusting the

amount of displacement so as to be within said correcting area. •

[DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION]

- [0001]

[Field of the Invention] The present invention relates to an

^optical axis correcting method for an optical communications

fiber module to optically couple an optical element such as

a laser diode and an optical fiber, for example.

[0002]

[Prior Arts] For example, an optical communications fiber

module 1 as shown in Fig. 8 (hereinafter, referred to as a fiber

module) is known " This fiber module 1 is an SMF-LD module.

, Moreover, the fiber module 1 has a stem portion 2 and a holder

portion 3, and the holder portion 3 is coupled to the stem

portion 2 by interlocking.

. [0003] In the stem portion 2, a laser diode' 5 as. an optical

element is fixed on a plate surface of a circular plate portion

4. Furthermore, the stem portion 2 has a cylindrical cap 6

which is concentrically arranged on the plate surface of the

circular plate portion 4, whose one end portion in the axial

direction is opened, and whose other end portion is processed

roughly flat. Moreover, in the stem portion 2, this cap 6 is

airtightly coupled to the circular plate portion 4, and the

-4-



laser diode 5 is covered by the cap 6.- Furthermore, the stem

portion 2, a ball lens 7 is fixed to the cap 6, and this ball

lens 7 is opposed to the laser diode 5.

[0004] The holder portion 3 is shaped in a stepped cylindrical

form, which has,, at its small-diameter side, one end portion

of an optical fiber 8 concentrically inserted and which fixes

and holds this one-end portion of the optical fiber 8.

Furthermore, the holder portion 3 has, at its large-diameter

side, a flange, portion 9 extending in a perfect-circular shape

around an axis center of the holder portion 3. Moreover, the

holder portion 3 is concentrically arranged on the cap. 6 of

the stem portion 2 and brings the flange. portion 9 into contact

against the cap 6

.

[0005] Namely, the fiber module 1 is supplied with electric

power at the laser diode 5 via terminals 10... provided in a

protruding manner on the stem portion 2, and makes the laser

diode. 5 emit light according to the supplied electric power.

Moreover, after concentrating laser light outputted from the

laser diode- 5 by use of the ball lens 7, the fiber module 1

inputs the same into the optical fiber 8.

[0006] Herein, the fiber module 1 as shown in .Fig. 8 is an

emission-side module, a reception-side module also has a

structure similar to that of the emission-side module. Then,
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the reception-side module converts a light signal transmitted

through the optical fiber 8 to an electric signal by use of

an optical sensor, and outputs an electric signal of a value

according to the light signal.

[0007] In addition, alignment between the optical axis of the

laser diode 5 and optical axis of the optical fiber 8 is carried

out by finding a correcting direction to increase a light amount

made incident into the optical - fiber 8 by arbitrarily

relatively displacing the stem portion 2 and holder portion

3.

[0008]

[Themes to be Solved by the Invention] However, when a

correcting direction is found by arbitrarily relatively

displacing the stem portion 2 and holder portion 3 as described

above, the stem portion 2 and holder portion 3 may be relatively

displaced in^an useless direction irrelevant to an accurate

correcting direction, therefore, an optical axis correction

requires a great deal of time.

[0009] In addition, since the amount of relative displacement

between, the stem portion 2 and holder portion 3 from a start

of an optical axis correction to its end is great, it is presumed

that welding points come apart to separate the stem portion

2 and the holder portion 3.



[0010] An object of the present invention is to provide an

optical axis correcting method which can carry out an optical

axis correction of an optical communications fiber module, in

a short period of time and which never separates a stem portion

and a holder portion. v

[0011] •

[Means for Solving Themes and Action] In order to achieve the

above-described object, an optical axis correcting method for

an optical communications fiber module comprises: a first step

of fixing a stem portion with an optical element onto a

positioning stage freely displaceable in X-Y directions,

respectively, holding an optical fiber and interlocking a

holder portion having a flange portion, bringing the flange

portion into , contact against the stem portion, aligning an

optical axis of the optical element with an optical axis of

the optical fiber, and temporarily coupling the stem portion

and the holder portion by applying welding to a plurality of

mutually spaced positions along a marginal portion of the

flange portion and arranged on an concentric circle; a second

step of applying welding to a part along the marginal portion

of the flange portion and estimating an amount of misalignment

based on a value of light amount changed as a result of this

welding; a third step of estimating a direction of misalignment
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between the optical axis of the optical element and optical

axis of the optical fiber based on a position to which welding

has been applied in the second step; a fourth step of detecting

an increase/decrease in light amount by relatively displacing

the stem portion and the holder portion by driving the

positioning stage in the X-direction and Y-directipn,

respectively, and thereby determining a light amount adjusting

direction; a fifth step of determining a correcting direction

based on the misalignment direction and the light amount

adjusting direction and setting a correcting area based on'this

correcting direction; and a sixth step of correcting, a

misalignment between the optical axis of the optical element

and optical axis of the optical fiber by relatively displacing

the stem portion and the holder portion while adjusting the

amount of displacement so as to be within the correcting area.

[0012] The present invention thereby makes it possible to

shorten the time required for an optical axis correction of

an optical communications fiber module and, moreover, to

prevent a separation between the stem
'
portion and holder

portion.

[0013]

[Preferred Embodiment] Hereinafter, an embodiment of the

present invention will be described based on. Fig. 1 through
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Fig. 7. Herein, for components which overlap those described

in the section of prior arts, identical numbers will be used

and a description, thereof will be omitted.

[0014] As shown by symbol 1 in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, is an optical

-communications fiber module (hereinafter, referred to as a

fiber module) , and a symbol 11 is an assembling machine utilized

for assembling of this fiber module 1. Of these, the fiber

module 1 is utilized as an emission-side module, which is

composed of a stem portion 2 having an optical , element such

as a laser diode and a holder portion 3 which has one end portion

'of an optical fiber inserted and holds the same. Herein, an

optical fiber 8 is soldered to the holder portion 3. And, a

symbol 12 in Fig. 2 shows a solder.

[0015]- The above-described assembling machine 11 comprises

four pressure levers 131 and a pulse stage 14 as a positioning

stage capable of being horizontally displaced in the X-Y

directions in increments of 0 . l|im, for example. And, the

assembling machine 11 fixes, as shown in Fig. 2, a retainer

16 having a freely turnable retaining nail 15 onto the pulse

stage 14.

[0016] In addition, the assembling machine 11 arranges the

pressure levers 13... on the pulse stage 14. Furthermore, the

assembling machine 11 is capable of displacing the pressure
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levers 13... in, for example, the horizontal direction and

up-and-down direction and arbitrarily adjusting the amount of

displacement of the pressure levers 13.... And, the assembling

machine 11 can separately drive the pressure levers 13... and

pulse stage 14

.

[0017] Moreover, the assembling machine 11 mounts the stem

portion 2 on the retainer 16 and latches the retaining nail

15 with the circular plate portion 4 of the stem portion 2 to

fix the stem portion 2 to the pulse stage 14. Furthermore,

the assembler 11 shifts the pressure levers 13... to bring the

same close to the fiber module 1 and hold down. the holder portion

3 from an approximately equally-spaced, four directions. In

addition, the assembling machine 11 brings the pressure levers

13../ into contact against a flange portion 9 and presses the

same against an upper surface 6a of a cap 6. Then,' the

assembling machine 11 holds, by the pressure levers 13..., the

holder portion 3 while concentrically positioning the same with

respect to the stem portion 2. Herein, shown by a symbol 17

in Fig. 2 is a condenser lens for YAG laser welding. Next,

a description will be given of an optical axis correcting

method.

[0018] First, the stem portion 2 is, with its cap 6 facing upward,

mounted on an X-Y table. Then, the holder portion 3 is
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concentrically interlocked with this stem portion 2 from the

upside to bring the flange portion 9 into contact against the

cap 6

.

[0019] Furthermore, the pressure levers 13... approach the holder

portion 3 to clamp the holder portion 3 and make its front end

portion contact with- the flange "portion 9. Then, the pressure

levers 13... make its plate surface contact with the flange

portion 9 and depress the flange portion 9 to pressure-contact

the same with the upper surface 6a of the cap 6. Then, the

pressure levers 13...' hold down four positions of a boundary

portion 18 extending in a perfect-circular shape between the

flange portion 9 and cap 6 to make the flange portion 9 fit

to the upper .surface 6a of the cap 6. .

[0020] Furthermore, electric power is supplied to a laser diode

inside the stem portion 2. Then, while a laser diode 5 is

emitting light, the stem portion 2 and holder portion 3 are

relatively displaced by the assembling machine 11. And,

alignment between the optical axis of the laser diode and

optical axis of an optical fiber is carried out, and a laser

light of a predetermined light amount is made incident into

the optical fiber 8.

[0021] Then, while the optical axis of the laser diode 5 and

the. optical axis of the optical fiber 8 are being aligned, YAG
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laser welding is carried out. This welding is, as shown in

Fig. 1, carried out for eight positions along the boundary

portion 18 between the flange portion 9 and cap 6 and positioned

across the respective pressure levers 13.... Then, the- stem

portion 2 and holder portion 3 are temporarily coupled. Herein,

shown. by symbols 19-26 in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3 are welding points

formed in temporary coupling. After temporary coupling, one

point along the boundary portion 18 is selected and welding

is applied to this part.

[0022] When'partial welding is applied to the boundary portion

18 between the stem portion 2 and holder portion 3, the stem

portion 2 and holder potion 3 may be relatively displaced to

produce a misalignment between the optical axis of the la'ser

diode 5 and optical axis of the optical fiber 8 . And, the cause

of this misalignment is considerable in that the holder portion

3 is drawn to a welding-point side as a result of a thermal

contraction produced by welding,

[0023] In addition, between the optical fiber 8 output and

optical axis misalignment, a relationship as shown in Fig. 4

exists. Namely, the horizontal axis of a graph in Fig.. 4 shows

an amount of misalignment, while the vertical, axis shows an

output of the optical fiber 8. And, the output of the optical

fiber 8 peaks when the amount of misalignment is zero, and
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gradually declines as the amount of misalignment increases.

[0024] Then, the graph of Fig. 4 is utilized as data to estimate

an amount of misalignment. Namely, outputs before welding and

after welding are stored, and if an output which was 0 . 3mW

before' welding is changed to 0.2mW,. an amount of misalignment

is judged based on the graph of Fig. 4, and 3|im corresponding

to 0.2mW is estimated to be an amount of misalignment.

[0025] Next, a misalignment direction is estimated. Namely,

when welding has been carried out in the vicinity of a welding

point shown by symbol 19 in Fig. 3, for example, a misalignment

direction is estimated to be a direction to connect a reference

point 27 in the drawing and a part in the vicinity of the welding

point 19, that is, a-direction in Fig. 5. In addition, as- for

the welding- point 20, similarly , b-direction ' in Fig. 5 is

estimated to be a misalignment direction.

[0026] Furthermore, the pulse stage 14 is driven, and a change

in output as a result of a displacement with respect to the

holder 3 is detected. A driving amount of the pulse stage 14

has been set to an amount for a minimum pulse (0.2|lm, for

example) of the pulse table.

[0027] In a case where the output does, not change even when

the pulse stage 14 is driven by an amount for the minimum pulse,

the pulse stage is driven again . In this case , if to what extent
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the pulse stage 14 has backlash is unknown, the driving amount

of the pulse stage 14 is set to 2|Lim at maximum per one drive.

[0028] Then, based on a change in output when the pulse ,stage

14 is displaced in the X-axis direction and a change in output

when the pulse stage 14 is displaced in the Y-axis direction,

a light amount adjusting direction shown in Fig. 6 is

determined.

[0029] For example, in a case where a rise in output is detected

when the pulse stage 14 is shifted to the + side of the X-

axis and a rise in output is detected even when the pulse stage

14 is' shifted to the + side of the Y-axis, the light .amount

adjusting- direction -is determined as A-direction in Fig. 6.

[0030] In addition, for example, in a case where a rise in output

is detected when the pulse stage 14 is shifted to the + side

of the X-axis and no rise in. output is detected even when the

pulse stage 14 is shifted to the + side or - side of the Y-axis,

the light amount adjusting direction is determined as In-

direction in Fig. 6. Herein, A through H-directions in Fig.

6 have been set in an equally spaced manner with reference to

the shifting directions of the pulse stage 14. Thereafter,

based on the estimated amount of misalignment and misalignment

direction and the determined light amount adjusting direction,

a correcting direction is determined, and a correcting area
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is set.

[0031] For example, if the misalignment direction is estimated

to be I-direction in Fig. '5 and the light amount adjusting

direction is determined as A-direction in Fig. 6, then, as shown

. in Fig . 7 , the correcting direction is determined as a direction

a, which divides an angle composed between both directions I

and A into two equal parts. Herein, if the misalignment

direction I is different from the light amount adjusting

direction A by 90 degrees or more, the correcting direction

a is determined so as to coincide with the light amount

adjusting direction A. Moreover, the correcting area is ^ a

square area which takes a value p obtained by the following

formula :

'

(Estimated amount of misalignment) + (backlash) x 1.2

as one side and whose centerline is made to coincide with the

correcting direction a. For example, if the estimated amount

of misalignment is 3(im and the backlash is 2^Lm, then, as shown

in Fig. 7, the correcting area y results in a square whose one

side is 5.4|im.

[0032] Then, an optical axis correction is carried out within

the range of the set correcting area y. Then, the pulse stage

14 is driven in an identical direction while the light amount

is rising. Moreover, until the light amount decreases or until
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the driving amount deviates from the range of the correcting

area y, the drive of the pulse stage 14 in an identical direction

is continued. In addition, when the light amount reaches a

target amount, the optical axis correction is finished.

Herein, respective steps as these are automatically carried

out without manpower.

[0033] Namely, according to such an optical axis correcting

method, a relative displacement of the stem portion 2 and holder

portion 3 in a useless direction can be prevented, thus an

optical waxis correction can be accurately carried out without

a loss. Accordingly, the time required for an optical axis

correction can be shortened.

[0034] In addition, since the amount of relative displacement

between the stem portion 2 and holder portion. 3 is limited to

the inside of the correcting area y, excessive application of

a great force to the welding points between the stem portion

2 and holder portion 3 can be prevented. Thus, a separation

between the stem portion 2 and holder portion 3 during an

optical correction can be prevented. Furthermore, the present

invention can also be applied to an optical axis correction

of a reception-side module.

[0.035]' •

[Effects of the Invention] As described above, an optical axis
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correcting method for an optical communications fiber module

of the present invention comprises: a first step of fixing a

stem portion with an optical element onto a positioning stage

freely displaceable in X-Y directions, respectively, holding

an- optical fiber and interlocking a holder portion having a

flange portion, bringing the flange portion into contact

against the stem portion, aligning an optical axis of the

optical element with an optical axis of the optical fiber, and

temporarily coupling the stem portion and the holder portion

by applying welding to a plurality of mutually spaced positions

along a marginal portion of the flange portion and arranged

on an concentric circle; a second step of applying welding to

a part along the marginal portion of the flange portion and

estimating an amount of misalignment based on a value of light

amount changed as a result of this welding; a third step of

estimating a direction of misalignment between the optical axis

of the optical element and optical axis of the optical fiber

based on a position to which welding has been applied in the

second step; a fourth step of detecting an increase/decrease

in light -amount by relatively displacing the stem portion and

the holder portion by driving the positioning stage in the

X-diirection and Y-direction, respectively, and thereby

determining a light amount adjusting direction; a fifth step
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of determining a correcting direction based on the misalignment

direction and the light amount adjusting direction and setting

a correcting area based on this correcting direction; and a

sixth step of correcting a misalignment between the optical

axis of the optical element and optical axis of the optical

fiber by relatively displacing the stem portion and the holder

portion while adjusting the amount of- displacement so as to

be within the correcting area.

[0036] Accordingly, , the present invention provides an effect

such that the time required for an optical axis correction can

be shortened and, furthermore, a separation between the .stem

portion and holder portion can be prevented.

[BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS]

[Fig. 1] A schematic view showing a condition where an

optical communications fiber module and an assembling machine

are viewed from above.

[Fig. 2] A schematic view showing a condition where an

optical communications fiber module and an assembling machine

are partially vertically cut and viewed from the side.

[Fig. 3] An explanatory view showing a welding point.

[Fig. 4] A graph showing a relationship between the amount

of misalignment and optical fiber output.

[Fig. 5.] An explanatory view showing a misalignment
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direction.

[Fig. 6] An explanatory view showing a light amount adjusting

direction.

[Fig. 7] An explanatory view showing a correcting direction

• and a correcting area.

[Fig. 8] A perspective view showing a general . optical

communications fiber module with a partial cutaway.

[Description of Symbols]

. 1 ... optical communications fiber module, 2 ... stem portion,

3 ... holder portion, 5 ... laser diode (optical element), 8 ...

optical fiber, 9 ... flange portion, 14 ... pulse stage (positioning

stage), 18 ... boundary portion.
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